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The Mediterranean thermophilous woodlands were very early impacted by human activities, and are still highly threatened by the destruction and the alteration of their habitats. For forage and fruit trees, the recurring exchanges between natural populations and cultivated agroecosystems constituted a pivotal aspect in the process of Mediterranean fruit tree domestication. Nowadays determining the native status of Mediterranean fruit tree populations represents a major but difficult task for phylogeography because early human influences began just after post glacial migrations. Here we applied geographical genetic methods to tackle this issue for a neglected thermophilous tree, the Carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua L., Fabaceae) aiming at providing the first genetic diversity report across its entire distribution range. Carob tree is widely exploited for food and forage since Antiquity and currently for industrial, agricultural and soil restoration purposes. The origin of carob tree populations throughout the Mediterranean basin is supposed to be dependent of an historical process of dissemination by humans since its domestication in the Middle-East around 6,000-4,000 BC. However, previous palaeobotanical and vegetation studies stated that the carob is a widespread component of thermophilous forest vegetation and opened a debate about the native or feral status of its populations. The patterns of genetic diversity were compared for populations growing in natural, semi-natural or cultivated habitats. We examined the relative contribution to genetic differentiation of geographical distance, current and past environments and the role of human dissemination routes. Genetic diversity and differentiation analyses revealed unexpected geographical patterns calling for a new appraisal of the domestication pattern of the carob tree in the Mediterranean basin. This research was
investigated in the framework of the DYNAMIC (*Deciphering sYmbiotic Networks in cArob-based MedIterranean agro-eCosystems*) French ANR-project.
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